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bolism in the excretions and secretions of workpeople as health, adjustment to environment and happiness. One
indices of exposure that may be compared to agreed applauds her view that a medical understanding of an
standards or criteria. A help in what to choose may be industrial disease will not be acquired by checking the
found in the section discussing the metabolism of xeno- physical signs and laboratory findings listed in the text,
biotics. Paraquat and related bipyridyls are summarized in but in trying to understand the dynamics of the situation.
their toxicology and this is an up-to-date review of a One takes exception to some statements; for example,
most interesting class of compounds used extensively as that the carcinogenicity of benzidine is still controversial
herbicides. The authors state that they are representative and that annual cystoscopic examinations should be done
of some hundreds ofcompounds showing the effort to on workers exposed to bladder carcinogens. One looks
which industry is forced when seeking the most efficacious. in vain for any mention of lung function tests in the
The industrial medical officer should be aware of the assessment of industrial pulmonary disease or of a

availability of the Bulletin in medical libraries. Also, he critical appreciation of the value of lead levels in blood
should continue to maintain a high index of suspicion or urine in the supervision of lead workers. One would
with regard to exposure and effect for, as the introductory have liked more on organic and mercury lead poisonings.
section states, the incidences of natural diseases in working Feminists may cavil at only one page on women workers
populations may, in retrospective analysis, be positively whilst there are two pages on alcoholism in industry.
associated with exposures to industrial chemicals which The subject of sickness absence is well summed up in a
were not overtly and immediately injurious. page and a half, but no mention is made of self certifi-

C. G. HUNTER cation. Is this not topical in the United States? The
sections on conservation of hearing and vision are
admirably concise and instructive. That on the evaluation

Occupational Health. Hazards of the Work Environ- of the industrial environment gives an excellent, detailed
ment. By May R. Mayers (Pp. 567; illustrated; account of how to look at a plant de novo and, while it is
ment.) EdinbyrMay R. MayeS.Livingstone..19' 9 of special value for those starting in occupational
160s.) Edinburgh: E. & S. Livingstone. 1969. medicine, it is well worth the attention of the experienced.

Thebook iswellandclearlywritten and is wellpresented
Inevitably one looks at a new book with a title such as in good type. I do not like to mention misprints in a
this in the hope that at last a comprehensive and review, and in any case this book is commendably free
authoritative treatise on the subject has appeared. To of them. There is, however, one which gave me great
some extent this hope is fulfilled, but approval of this delight - maybe it will be allowed to survive in subsequent
as a textbook must be qualified, at least the approval of editions. It reads that in frequent absences of short
those who are engaged in teaching the subject. This is duration 'sympathetic counselling by the industrial
not to withhold praise from the merits of the book for physician (or) the industrial purse . . . may help to
general reading even by the experienced; indeed, the clear up this type of situation'!
author claims no more than to present the subject 'on The medical reader will soon learn to skip the over-
several levels so as to bring the concept within the reach of simplifications ('The ear is composed of three parts:
readers not medically qualified'. the external, middle and inner ears'). The student will

It may be that by attempting to reach too wide a circle find enough to give him an outline and an understanding
of readers she has made some parts too simple for the of the subject. The more serious seeker after knowledge
medical or scientific reader and some too difficult for the will find much to engross him and guidelines to inform
uninitiated. This does not lessen its value. The book him where to pursue his deeper reading.
should be read by all who aspire to a knowledge of the The only real fault I can find with Dr. Mayers is that
subject. For the student, especially the post-graduate she did not produce this book years ago. It fills a gap
student, it is of great value and is the nearest to a com- which has been yawning for too long.
prehensive textbook that he has available. To be com- T. S. SCOTr
plete, a textbook on occupational health would have to
cover so many fields so exhaustively that it would be too
big and possibly too expensive for anyone except the Underwater Medicine. 3rd ed. By Stanley Miles.
specialist or teacher, and would certainly be beyond (Pp. 363; 69 figs; 75s.) London: Staples Press. 1969.
the knowledge and experience of any one author. The
most one could expect is that it would give a good
outline of the subject and indicate where further reading Although this book is concerned primarily with the
can be pursued. Dr. Mayers succeeds well in both these hazards of diving and swimming, it provides an excellent
aims. She gives relevant references at the end of each introduction to the physiological problems of any work
chapter, and at the back of the book there is an extensive at raised atmospheric pressure in water, or in caissons or
bibliography, not confined to the references, of some tunnels. The appearance of a third edition of this book,
1,200 items, which reflects the width of the subject and which was first published in 1962, is a tribute to its value
the virtuosity of the author in condensing so much, so as well as reflecting the continued interest in the subject.
well, within the covers of her book. Deep sea diving, particularly in connection with oil rigs,
The insistence on health rather than sickness or disease and subaqua or scuba diving for sport or in civil engineer-

is refreshing, but the British reader will find the repeated ing or sea farming, have all become more common and
use of the word 'homeostasis' irritating, all the more so seem likely to increase still more. Thus in future it is
perhaps because he cannot produce a better single word more likely that medical practitioners will have to deal
to convey the concept of good physical and mental with the emergencies and complications of underwater
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